
Upend every Medieval Times restaurant in
America, shake out the employees in one location and
you’ll have something that looks a lot like the Los
Angeles County Renaissance Faire.  At the insistence
of my high school girlfriend I had gone once ten years
earlier, after which I swore I would chug antifreeze
before ever stepping foot again in that bogus Camelot.

But a job’s a job and the check had cleared.  I
waited for my client beneath the awning of Squire
Landingham’s victuals booth, staying out of the direct
glare of the hot noonday sun.  The squire, exclusive
purveyor of soft pretzels to the queen according to his
sign, accepted credit cards, so I ate a pretzel and held
a pewter flagon of ginger beer.  I say held, rather than
drank, as one taste confirmed I had not ordered a
beverage in the beer phylum, but something in the
carbonated urine family.

I hadn’t wanted to look too eager or too casual for
my very first paying client, so I had ruled out both a
business suit and a getup like all the passing Knerds
of the Round Table were wearing, opting to roll with
working-guy cool: ye olde khaki pants, loosened tie
and an open-collar Oxford shirt with the sleeves rolled
up to my elbows.
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The texts had all come from somebody calling
herself Lady Hale.  She claimed her sister was being
stalked by an ex-BF, and feared he would violate the
restraining order while disguised as a participant in
the Faire.  My client’s sister was playing lady-in-
waiting to the visiting French queen that day.  As I
swallowed the last gummy pretzel gob, a short, buxom
wench beelined toward me through the crowd of friars,
farriers and fire-eaters.

“Richard Valentine?”
“Lady Hale.”
Her exploded mane of blonde could have been

ripped from the scalp of any eighties’ hair-band
drummer, and improbably large breasts challenged
the load limit of her peasant blouse above a tightly
laced...jerkin?  Doublet?

“Follow me, please, Mr. Valentine,” she said, in a
pronounced southern drawl.

I dumped the contents of my flagon and handed
it back to the squire, then hurried after a swirl of
petticoats and a cumulus cloud of hair.  Lady Hale
ducked through the flap of a small tent, so I did the
same.

The nine by nine space was empty of all but a
strong smell of horse manure and a shiny black suit of
armor laid out on a rough-hewn wood bench. As I
pushed through the human-sized cat flap, she handed
me a photograph of a fortyish woman with a kindly
face and a plain hair style.  Her sister, she informed
me.

“Quick, put on the armor.”
“Say what?”
“He’ll make his move in the confusion after the

jousting tournament when the king and queen return
to the royal pavilion with their retinue.  You need to
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be inside before they arrive, but no one is allowed
entry unless they’re wearing period garb.”

It seemed to me a stuffed falcon tied to my 
forearm would have been garb enough, but I tucked
the photo into my shirt pocket and sussed out the
armor.  Lady Hale offered to hold my cell phone and
wallet while I wedged myself into Galahad’s skinny
jeans.

“Here,” she said, handing back my things after I
was completely armored.  “Drop them down the neck
opening before you put on the helmet and they’ll stay
put until you get back.”

I creaked along behind her, sweating like an
armadillo on a grill as she led me through a maze that
included tethered goats and hooded executioners. 
When a triumphant roar erupted somewhere ahead of
us, milady stopped.

“The tournament’s ending,” she said, looking up
at me.  “My sister’s wearing a forest green gown with
a yellow girdle and she has on a white wimple.” 
Pointing, she added, “The royal pavilion is right
around the corner from that catapult.  Any questions?”

“What’s a wimple?”
She reached up to snap my visor shut before

assuring me she would find her sister and me after
the royal party dispersed and the danger was past.

Because my instructions were to provide a
looming, protective presence, not to get physical, I’d
left my Smith & Wesson locked in the glove box of my
car.  I was steel-plated down to my fingertips, though,
so if the jerk got pushy with my client’s sister I was
prepared to go all medieval on his ass.

Moving with the grace of a rusted C3PO, I
approached the rear entrance of the purple-striped
pavilion.  That’s when I heard two loud pops, then
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screams, so I lumbered through the hanging canvas
door.  In the chaos, costumed folk poured into the tent
through the front entrance, while those inside who
had already shed their sweltering outfits tried to run
out that same opening to see what had happened.  As
I scanned the interior through the visor’s slits, afraid
I had failed my client by not finding her sister in time,
a man in a suit of black armor like the one I wore
shouldered me aside with a clang in his rush to the
rear exit.  Stumbling in my weighty exoskeleton, I
turned to flip him the metal finger, but the dark
knight with the bundled-up Santa Claus suit he
inexplicably carried disappeared without looking back.

Amidst a crush of frantic courtiers, I forced my
way through the front, stepping into the nightmare I’d
half-expected to find.  On the ground a couple yards
away lay a woman in a green gown, the yellow lace-up
around her middle soaked with blood.  The pointy
white hat near her head was still loosely connected by
a filmy scarf.

Yanking off my left gauntlet, I crossed to her
while the crowd fell back in shock, twenty people
pulling cell phones from the folds of clothes that
predated this event by five hundred years.  When I
clumsily knelt to check her carotid, someone yelled,
“That’s him!  He shot her!”

Rudely tackled by three pages and a jester, I
crashed face-first in the dirt, pinned under the weight
of my armor and a foot clad in a curly-toed slipper
with a bell on it until the cops arrived and hauled me
vertical.

On the long march to the patrol car they allowed
me to remove my helmet, but the rest of my body felt
like stew meat in a Crock-Pot as the sun’s blistering
rays absorbed into the hot couture.  I knew it would be
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fruitless to defend myself to the officers who drove me
to the police station a few miles away.  They had no
interest in my story, so I saved it for someone who
counted.

Having shucked my shell and been relieved of
wallet, phone and pocket contents, I was left alone in
an interrogation room to muse about how stupidly I’d
walked into a frame-up.  My former boss might be a
jerk and a cheapskate, but he would have sniffed out
the con from a mile away.  I wrote up a description of
Lady Hale and a timeline of events on a yellow pad
left on the table for badder asses than me.

Eventually someone who counted entered the
room, dropping a file folder and my belongings onto
the surface in front of me.

“How you holding up there, dick?”
“It’s Rick.”
“I wasn’t referring to your name,” he said, pulling

out the chair across from me and sitting down.  “I was
commenting on the fact that you’ve only been a PI for
seventeen minutes and you’re already on the hook for
a homicide.  Most hired eyeballs take at least a year to
step into this kind of doo-doo.”

I’d had my license for nearly three weeks, but
chose not to quibble with Det. Bao over his assessment
of my professional virginity, as more important issues
loomed large.  Normally the presence of a hundred
other guys walking around in heavy metal would have
cast doubt on my culpability, but the photo they’d
taken from my pocket was of the dead woman and it
had a description of her costume written on the back.

“So, who paid you to make the hit?”
I explained it had been a bodyguard gig, not a

contract killing, and assured him multiple texts from
Lady Hale would confirm my claim.  Det. Bao nodded
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thoughtfully.  “Yeah?  Show me.”
He slid my phone across the table and I soon

discovered the texts had been deleted, obviously by
her ladyship while I shimmied into the tin overalls. 
Again, I explained; again, he nodded amiably.  “What
about the cash in your wallet?”

I snorted.  “Thirty-one dollars?  That’s less than
the going rate for a hit on a cockroach.  Seriously,
check with Orkin.”

Det. Bao opened my wallet, removed a wad of
bills, then fanned out more hundreds than I’d seen my
whole life.

“Aw, crap.”
“And plenty of it.  Why’d you ditch your metal

glove?”
“It’s a gauntlet and I took it off to check for a

pulse on the vic.”
“We gonna find gunshot residue when we process

it?”
“I’m sure you will, since they thought of every-

thing else.”
He pulled the yellow pad to his side of the table

and silently read through my handwritten statement,
asking for minor clarifications here and there.  When
he finished he passed it to me, open to the last page. 
“How about you put your John Hancock there to make
it official.”

“I already signed it.”
“Statements have to be witnessed to be allowed

in as evidence.”
Suddenly things were getting a little too real. 

Picking up the pen, I asked, “Do I need to lawyer up?” 
“No, but you do need to stop getting your lines

from TV cop shows.”
“Okay, let me rephrase.  Am I under arrest?”
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“Nah,” he said, standing.  “Too pat.  And that
Sigma we found in your car looks like it’s never been
fired.”

“It hasn’t.”  From the weary shake of his head, I
could guess what Det. Bao thought about civilian
investigators.  I had fired guns before and I’m a pretty
fair marksman, but those weapons were the property
of my previous employer and were locked away from
me after I gave two-weeks’ notice.  My own pistol was
brand spanking new and hadn’t made it to a shooting
range yet.

“You’re free to go while we look at other sus-
pects.”

I hated to leave with him believing I was a total
loser, so I peppered him with the questions I thought
a pro would ask.  “Was she married?  Husband having
an affair?  Money problems?”

“Get serious, I’m not discussing it with you.  And
remember, I may be cutting you loose, but you’re still,
shall I say, of interest, so tool on back to your office
and let the grown-ups do the investigating on this.”

Since my car was my office at the time, I had only
to tool on over to impound to retrieve it.  In trying to
make creative lemonade out of my financial lemons, I
had printed up business cards that said, in addition 
to my phone and email contact information: Richard
Valentine, MI.  Below that line were the words Mobile
Investigator—I come to you.  In LA, where even the
shortest drive is a trial, I hoped my willingness to
travel to the client would be a plus.

Det. Bao had treated me very decently, but if I
thought it was because of my obvious innocence I was
disabused of that notion when my cell rang and I saw
it was Dako Farona calling.

“You owe me, Valentine.”
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“How do you figure that when I’m still waiting for
my final paycheck?”

“I just phone-shtupped some out-county lawman
into cutting you loose on a murder rap.”

Dako liked to play that rough-edged P I stereo-
type to the hilt, but I’d watched him testify in court
enough times to know he could be forthright, un-
shakable, and that he was begrudgingly respected by
cops all over southern California.

“I don’t suppose your magnanimity would extend
to helping me find the real killer.”

“Happy to.  I’ll send someone over for fifty bucks
an hour.”

“Jesus, Dako, you only paid me fifteen an hour.”
“And that’s what I’ll pay the guy I send to help

you clear your name.  Look, kid, fifty’s the friends and
family discount; regular chump clients pay sixty.”

I passed.  No wonder “Lady Hale” had selected 
me.  At twenty per, I must have been the cheapest
detective she called.  And here I was pleased with
having given myself a five-an-hour raise.

On the drive back to my room in the Santa
Monica home of Kitty and Bitsy Sutterman, I mapped
out my investigation.  First I’d call every costume
rental place in the area until I knew who had rented
two black suits of armor, one for me and the one the
killer wore.  Bao seemed like a competent detective,
but this was personal.  The perps had made me look
like a fool and I had no intention of being warned off.

I pulled in at Casa de Sutterman after ten and all
the lights were out except the one at the front door. 
My twin octogenarian landladies like to get their
beauty sleep underway early, so evenings here are
always quiet.  Not that I’m complaining.  My room is
large, private and has its own bathroom, but the best
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thing about it is the rent: nada.  All I have to do is
carry the garbage cans down to the curb, drive the
Suttermans to the grocery store on Saturday morning
and kill spiders for them.  That last one is my biggest
responsibility.  The girls’ eyesight is going, so every
dust bunny or raisin looks like a possible brown
recluse.

As on-site arachnid euthanizer, I receive home-
cooked meals from Kitty and Bitsy.  Sure enough, I
found a pan of Swiss steak, mashed potatoes and
green beans in the fridge with a set of warming
instructions.  The only thing my stomach had pro-
cessed all day was an Elizabethan-era pretzel, so I
skipped the nuking and inhaled my dinner standing at
the sink.

I was the unnamed person of interest held
briefly and released, as reported the next morning, 
merely a footnote, while the main coverage focused on
the brazen, daylight shooting of Marie Winters,
inheritor of her father’s profitable chain of pizza
restaurants.  Mrs. Winters had no siblings and was
herself childless, so unless she’d been one of those
cray-crays who wills everything to their cat, her
husband stood to gain it all.

Not one of the costume shops I contacted said
they’d rented out two suits of black armor to the same
person, but that only suggested the killer and his
accomplice acquired them separately, most likely
using aliases and paying cash.  I didn’t totally wash
out, though, as during my inquiries I learned I was
not the first to call.  Det. Bao, hot on the trail.

My buddy Cal, who freelances for Dako on hack-
ins and cyber identity theft cases, tinkered with my
phone for an hour before pronouncing Lady Hale’s
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texts irretrievable.
Next I contacted the senior people at the LA

Renaissance Faire, asking for a list of participants in
the jousting tournament and royal entourage.  The
response I got was what I would have expected if I’d
been a sleazy lawyer pressuring an MD to hand over
confidential patient files in a personal injury lawsuit. 
The huffy woman I spoke with told me they’d already
fully cooperated with law enforcement and referred
me to—who else?—Det. James Bao.

Her shutout had been unequivocal, so I was
surprised to see the list of names coming through on
my fax machine around lunch time.  Could Bao be
sharing?  My phone rang and I heard a grating, but
familiar voice.  “You owe me, Valentine.”

“You sent the list?”
“It took me an hour to get it, but I’m only going to

deduct twenty-five bucks from that paycheck you say
you’ve got coming.  You’re welcome.”

He hung up before I could respond, and I spent
some time interpreting the Dako-speak.  If he said it
took an hour, you can bet it was more like fifteen
minutes, although I had no doubt he would deduct a
half-hour’s worth of his time from my check.  How had
he gotten the information when I couldn’t?  And how
had he known I was even trying to get it?

What I should have learned working long enough
at Farona Investigations to qualify for my own license,
is that you don’t always gain entrance to the party
through the front door.  Sometimes you have to find
an unlocked window or, failing there, a crawlspace
with access to the ducting.

My mistake, I realized, had been starting with
people at the top, the ones Det. Bao could lean on
legally, but with whom I had absolutely no juice. 
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Dako had most likely talked to the least important
person in the Renaissance Faire hierarchy—some
underpaid flunky or teenage intern—claiming to be a
reporter doing a splashy spread on the event for an
upscale magazine.  Kissed some butt, scheduled a
photo shoot, effusively flattered his contact and then,
as if it were merely an afterthought, asked to have the
list of participants to print in the article.  The out-
maneuvered dogsbody would have happily sent it. 
Disturbing as the idea was, I had to start thinking
more like Dako Farona.

The king of France gave me my first solid
lead, but the interview had not begun well.  When I
handed him my business card, he glanced at it, then
looked at me.  “You’re from Michigan?”

“No, the MI stands for mobile investigator.  See?” 
I pointed.  “The line in italics under my name.”  It was
shorter than the average tweet and he couldn’t be
bothered to read it?

“What can I do for you?”
“First, thanks for agreeing to talk to me.  No one

else in the royal party would.”
“That’s because they’re all still working at the

Renaissance Faire.”
“And you’re not?”
“They fired me.”
Turns out the players have to provide their own

wardrobe and the kingly ensemble had vanished
during the uproar following the shooting.

“Not only am I out a paying gig, I’m out of pocket
for a cheesy crown and velvet cloak.”

A niggling suspicion inspired me to ask for a
description of the missing cloak.  Sure enough, his ex-
majesty said it was bright red with white “ermine”
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trim, and I realized that’s what I had mistaken for a
Santa suit in the arms of my doppelgänger, the knight
who shoved me aside in his rush to flee the pavilion.

It made sense.  Getting out of the armor would
have eaten time, as I knew from personal experience. 
By throwing a floor-length cloak around himself and
trading his  helmet for a crown, the killer would have
passed anonymously through the crowd as he escaped. 
Had the shooter known King Mike would be among
the earliest to return to the pavilion?  Had he counted
on his highness being one of the first to shed his
costume in the extreme heat?

My $200 retainer check traced back to a company
housed in a mailbox at an iffy copy place with a slack-
jawed proprietor who claimed not to know nothin’
about nothin’, so I turned my attention to the victim’s
husband.

Brad Winters anchored a live, half-hour news,
weather and sports program on a small cable-access
channel I had never heard of, and the website for
Channel 81 said their news shows aired at noon and
5:00 P.M.  Marie Winters had been killed around
12:15, so if Brad was on the air until 12:30 that day, 
I would have to rule him out as the shooter.  After
confirming the grieving widower was taking a few
days off, I made an appointment to visit Channel 81
the next morning.

I had expected a large studio, but the entire
operation fit in the three-car garage of a man named
Chet Anderson and consisted of only two small sets. 
The first one, a tired, fussy seating arrangement that
belonged in your great-aunt’s living room, was where
Chet or his wife interviewed spelling bee winners,
garden club ladies and local business owners who
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couldn’t afford real advertising.  The second set was a
cross between a compact kitchen and a science lab. 
This was where Darla Anderson hosted a cooking
show and where Chet, a retired teacher, did a Bill Nye
rip-off for kids.  The rest of Channel 81's schedule
featured pre-recorded programming that trickled
down from PBS, college stations and larger in-
dependents.  As long as he aired four hours of live,
local product a day, Chet kept his grant money and
state funding.  The two newscasts made up a quarter
of that requirement, but I didn’t see a news desk
anywhere.  I asked him about it.

“Brad’s set is at his house in the Palisades and he
shoots me a live feed twice a day, Monday through
Friday.”

I haven’t yet mastered the Farona poker face, and
I must have looked frustrated, because Chet Anderson
suddenly gave me the once-over.

“Hey, how come you’re not taking notes?”
I had gained entry by claiming to be a post-grad

student researching the unsung heros of indie
television, but I’d forgotten to bring the appropriate
support material: a notepad or a small recorder.

Waving a hand in the general direction of my
breast pocket, I said, “Micro recorder.  It’s picking up
everything.”  Sure, technology has been shrinking
equipment for decades, but I must not have a poker
voice, either, as Anderson gave my pocket a suspicious
look before turning wary eyes on my face.

“All right, honesty time,” I said, handing him a
business card.

“Myocardial infarct?” he asked, puzzlement in his
voice.

Jeez Ruiz.  “Mobile investigator.  See?  The italics
right under my name.”  I said I was looking into the
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death of his news anchor’s wife and needed to know if
the mid-day show had aired as usual on Wednesday. 
While clucking about the tragedy, Chet produced
documentation even dinky independents are required
to keep for the FCC.  Brad had been live on camera
until 12:29:59, at which time Dining with Darla had
signed on from Channel 81's garage/studio.

I couldn’t trace the two suits of armor or my 
retainer check.  I didn’t have a clue who the shooter
was, since Brad Winters had been anchoring the news
when his wife was killed, and it looked like I was
going to have to rethink my business cards, so by the
time I pulled up to the house in Santa Monica at the
end of the day, I felt defeated.

Entering, I smelled Bitsy’s lasagne, the Italian
generic of Abilify, and my spirits lifted.  In her prime
Bitsy Sutterman worked crafts services on movie sets,
so she had cooked food for demanding celebrities long
enough to hone her natural talent into five-star chef
cred.  Kitty, herself a former makeup artist, added a
third plate to the table, happy I was home early and
could join them for dinner.

While plowing through the restorative pasta, I
recounted my tale of failure to the only two people who
might be interested in hearing it.  There was nothing
wrong with the Sutterman sisters’ minds and they
asked intelligent questions about the murder and my
unproductive investigation.  Bitsy expressed surprise
I hadn’t been able to track the source of the matching
suits of armor.

“I contacted every costume rental business in a
hundred-mile radius.”

“Did you call the prop shops?”
“The what?”
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“A suit of armor is much more likely to be used as
a prop than a wardrobe piece.  Museum sets, spooky
houses, eccentric collector’s mansion, they often
feature rows of empty armor or a single focal point
suit.”

I didn’t stick around for the tiramisu, so anxious
was I to compile a list of property houses to call in the
morning.  An online search showed me there were far
fewer of them than costume rental places, so I paid a
visit the next day to the biggest one, a three-story
building on East Sunset where you can rent anything
from a full-scale, working guillotine to a replica of a
Ming Dynasty tea service.

I showed my license to the Saturday clerk, not
willing to put my business card to the test again.  For
once I’d gotten somewhere before Det. Bao and was
rewarded with the information that two identical suits
of black armor had been rented out to a company
called Big League Productions.  The clerk checked the
lease agreement and said the suits weren’t scheduled
to be returned for another month, as Big League was
shooting a sword and dragon epic somewhere north of
San Francisco.

I spent the rest of the weekend tracking down
every movie being shot south of Vancouver, but not
one of them fit the clerk’s description.  The name Big
League also turned out to be a dead end and I knew,
even if the prop house didn’t, they would never see
their metal suits again.

Well, maybe they’d see one of them.  On Monday
I placed a call.

“Bao here.”
“Detective, this is Rick Valentine.  I’m the guy

who—”
“I remember.  What can I do for you?”
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I told him where the armor had come from and
how to prove it.  According to the clerk I’d spoken to,
prop houses etch their names inside the lower left
greave of every suit of armor in order to get the correct
ones back from film companies renting at multiple
suppliers.

I also suggested he run prints from the helmet. 
Lady Hale, I reminded him, had closed my visor when
she issued my final instructions.  Considering her
diminutive stature and the weight of the armor, I
figured her male accomplice must have been the one
to wrangle the knightly garb into the tent and lay it
out on the bench.  Maybe he hadn’t thought to wear
gloves and had left prints himself.

Bao neither confirmed nor denied he had already
dusted for prints, but I could tell the identification
mark on the armor was new to him.  With a half-
hearted growl warning me to stay the hell out of his
case, Det. Bao disconnected the call.

I tuned in to Channel 81 just in time to catch
Dining With Darla, where Chet Anderson’s wife was
preparing Beef Burgundy.  Bitsy, sharing the couch
with me, looked up from her book of Sudokus a couple
times and made dismissive clicks with her tongue.

“She doing something wrong?” I asked, after the
third click.

“Sweet Pea, she hasn’t done anything right.  I
mean, who makes lardons out of salt pork without
first simmering it long enough to desalinate it?”

She had me there.
“And she dredged the meat in flour, for crying out

loud.  What does she think she’s making, chicken-fried
steak?”

With some final pithy snark, Bitsy left the room,
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presumably to do her Japanese puzzlers where the
culinary arts weren’t being dissed.  I continued to
watch, and was eventually rewarded with an
announcement at the end of the half hour saying Brad
Winters would be back on the air that evening with
the news.  Amazingly, Mr. Winters had processed all
five stages of grief in less than a week.

He had to be guilty; had to have hired the pair
who killed his wife.  I hoped Det. Bao was examining
their bank statements for large, unexplained cash
withdrawals and looking at insurance policies that
might have had recent coverage bump-ups on Marie,
things I couldn’t do because I was not official law
enforcement.

To kill time between then and the Channel 81
evening newscast, I went out to have new business
cards printed, keeping the line saying I was a mobile
investigator, but deleting the MI after my name. 
Perhaps reacting to Darla’s insult to the ghost of Julia
Child, Bitsy had given me a list of groceries to pick up
so she could make Beef Burgundy, only she called it
Boeuf Bourguignon.  

When I commented on how good it smelled later
that afternoon, Bitsy claimed it had been Marlon
Brando’s favorite.  Impressed, I asked, “Which Brando
movie did you work on?”

“None, but Kitty boinked him for a while in the
sixties.”

“Blabber-yap,” Kitty shot back.
It was almost time for the news, so I excused

myself before any more revelations surfaced about my
landladies’ past.

Brad Winters embodied all a news anchor could
hope to be: square-jawed, handsome and in possession
of a compelling baritone voice.  I watched him as he
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commandingly delivered the good, the bad and the
ugly without a hint of having suffered a recent
bereavement.  There were no segments from far-flung
locations, but that was understandable.  Channel 81
could barely afford eggs for Darla’s soufflés, much less
field reporters.

Once all the grim events of the day had been
covered, Brad put on a lighter face to introduce the
sports guy, who looked like he might be all of a year
out of twelfth grade.  With locker room pep-talk verve,
the kid blazed through the previous Friday night’s
local high school games, airing footage of plays he had
recorded on his cell phone and post-game interviews
he had done himself.  I got the feeling every broadcast
was an audition in the mind of Tyler Benedict.  After
he did a fast recap of weekend scores in national
sports, he turned it over to Winters.

“That’s it for Jock Wrap.  Back to you, Brad.”
Once again the anchor’s perfect visage filled the

screen while he reported on one of those makes-your-
heart-smile stories of a kitten up a tree being rescued
by fire fighters.  Then, following broadcast tradition,
Brad intro’d the weather.

“And now, to tell us if we’ll need our umbrellas in
the morning, here’s Channel 81's lovely meteorologist,
Stormy Knight.”

It was all very low-tech compared to Al Roker or
that bald guy from The Weather Channel, just a big
dry-erase map of the USA and a pixie-like woman
with different colored markers for cold fronts, high
pressure and precipitation.

“Don’t worry, Brad, your hair gel is safe from rain
tomorrow,” she said with a playful wink in what I
assumed was the direction of the anchor desk.  But it
wasn’t the perky personality that caught my attention;
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it was her voice.  I’d heard it before and I knew where.
Stormy Knight’s hair was cut in a short, face-

framing style, but if I squinted my eyes I could picture
that face half-buried in a blonde avalanche.  My eyes
dropped to her high-riding, but modestly sized breasts
and I knew a wig had not been the only fakery “Lady
Hale” had employed on the day of the murder.  As she
forecast the inevitable perfect beach weather, Ms.
Knight manifested no trace of the southern accent my
phony client had troweled on.

“Thank you, Stormy.  And now to our Making
Some Differences story of the day.”

I didn’t stay tuned for Brad’s take on the NBC
staple.  I pulled out my cell and called Chet Anderson.

“Did last Wednesday’s mid-day news program
feature all the regulars?”  I asked, after identifying
myself.

“Sure.  Brad at the anchor desk, Tyler on sports,
Stormy with the weather.  Hey, gotta go.  He’s about
to throw to me and I have to make a paper-mache
volcano erupt.”  

If Stormy Knight had been at the Renaissance
Faire and simultaneously “live” on Channel 81, Brad
could have done the same.  All I had to do was figure
out how.

Tyler Benedict believed I was a producer from
ESPN scouting talent for a late-night sports show
when he met me for coffee the following morning.  He
betrayed no sign of recognizing my face, and was too
short to have been the dark knight, so I eliminated
him as a partner in the crime.  He handed over a
resumé and head shots—which have a totally different
connotation in my line of work—then boasted about
his sports reporting experience.  When I directed the
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focus to his job at Channel 81, he claimed it was only
a stepping stone to bigger and better, but didn’t pro-
vide me with anything I could use.  That is, until he
checked his watch.

“I hate to cut this short, but I have class in forty
minutes and traffic’s a bitch.”

Tyler tried to impress me with the fact that he
was in his second year of college and working toward
a degree in broadcasting, then hastily volunteered he
would drop out yesterday if he got a network offer. 
Something didn’t make sense to me.

“It’s almost 10:00 o’clock.  When do you get out of
class?”

“Today?  Not till 2:30.”
“So how will you do your noon sports segment?”
“Oh, I recorded Jock Wrap two hours ago.  My

computer gets a heads-up from Brad’s computer and
they automatically synch for a clean segue going in
and coming out.  No humans involved.”

As I reconsidered the concept of “live” TV, I
realized that if Tyler could do that with Brad, then
Brad could do that to Chet Anderson.  Chet’s funding
was predicated on Channel 81's delivering of four live
hours a day, though, so maybe he didn’t realize he
might be getting a canned response when he counted
down for Brad to begin.  And I wondered if Det. Bao
was tech savvy enough to know there was a gaping
hole in Brad’s alibi.

To tie a festive bow onto the package before
presenting it to Bao, I called the prop house and said
I worked for Big League Productions and would be
returning the two suits of armor that day.  I asked to
speak to the clerk who’d written the contract, and
when he came on the line I conned him with Dako
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Farona flare.
“I want to send the same gal to deliver them who

signed them out, but both my assistants are at lunch
and I can’t recall which one rented them for me.  Was
it the petite brunette or the blonde with all the hair?”

“It was definitely the blonde with the big,
uh...hair.”

I chuckled in a way I hoped made me sound like
a middle-aged letch.  “Yeah, that’s Bitsy all right.  And
now I remember Kitty was scouting locations with me
that day.”  TMI.  Dako always says to shut up once
you have what you came for.

And I had it: a witness who could give Bao a
description of Lady Hale that matched mine, although
I suspected she’d used some other weather-related
alias when she rented the armor.  Misty Morn, per-
haps.  Or Lorraine E. Day.

All I had to do was advise Det. Bao to compare
the prints on my visor with those of Stormy Knight. 
I still had no idea if Brad was scheming to get his
wife’s money and pizza restaurants using Stormy as a
hired accomplice, or having a torrid affair that needed
wifey out of the way so he and the weather girl could
share both bed and cash, but Bao could figure it out. 
I’d already done the hard work of loosening the lid on
the jar; he could take credit for unscrewing it that
final inch.

Before I could call him, though, my fax machine
beeped awake and spat out a single sheet of paper
with no identifying source.  The only printing on it
was a series of letters and numbers: CID4614K59-V. 
I waited for a delayed cover sheet or a second page,
but that was it.  Figuring the transmission had been
in error, I crumpled the fax and tossed it as my cell
rang.
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“Rick Valentine, mobile investigator.”
“This is Det. Bao.  We just arrested Brad Winters

and Stormy Knight for the murder of Mrs. Winters, so
you can extract your nose from my business now.  The
only role you’ll play in this case from here on out is
testifying in court.  Got it?  Good-bye.”

“Wait!  Before you hang up, how good were they?”
“Good enough to fire the murder weapon ahead of

time while holding it in the metal glove you were later
duped into wearing.  And Brad dropped the gun in a
trash barrel not fifteen feet away from the royal tent,
knowing my guys would find it and match it to the
slugs in the victim.”

“But if you had the weapon, the matching bullets
and my gauntlet covered in residue, how did you know
I wasn’t the killer?”

“Because they weren’t good enough to leave the
residue on the correct glove.  You’re left-handed.”

“How did—?”
Suddenly I understood why Bao had asked for a

second signature on my unofficial record of the crime. 
His guys at the scene had previously collected a left
gauntlet, the one I had taken off to check for a pulse,
and he wanted to see which hand I used to sign my
name.

“Cagey, Det. Bao, but how do you know I’m not
ambidextrous?”

I could hear him sigh before he answered.  “That’s
the second question I asked your former employer. 
Now, if you don’t mind, I’ve got crimes to solve, so
collect your reward and go find somebody’s missing
dog.”

Reward?  I didn’t know what he was talking
about, but Dako Farona says never reveal your own
ignorance, so I merely grunted a thank-you that didn’t
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make it under the wire before the prickly detective
hung up on me.

Okay, so there was still a lot for me to learn
about the PI biz, but the fact remained that I had
come to the same conclusion as Det. Bao, only I’d gone
on the scenic route, while he’d taken the express.  And
as you-can-guess-who always likes to say, time equals
ka-ching.

I jumped online to see what had been happening
while I was off chasing a loophole in the perfect alibi. 
I skipped right through the what—an arrest of
murderous lovers—and went directly to the how. 
According to reports, a phone tip had led police to a
shed on Brad’s property where, hidden behind a pile
of tires and a riding mower, they found black armor. 
Prints on it matched the ones from a second metal suit
already in evidence, and stuffed inside was a red
velvet cloak, a cheesy crown and a block of wood
containing a bullet fired from the gun that killed
Marie Winters.

Six days of hard work on my part to put the
pieces together and it fell into Det. Bao’s lap on a
telephone tip?  He apparently thought I was the one
who called it in, and I wished I had.  When I read
further I learned the tipster qualified for a $5000
reward put up by the employees of Gianni’s Pizza in
memory of their deceased boss.

To collect the reward, the anonymous source had
only to give authorities the confidential ID number he
had been issued when he passed along his tip.  I
retrieved the crumpled fax page from my trash can. 
Was it possible?  And who would do this?  Might Bao
be a benefactor as well as a reluctant teacher?  Law
enforcement is prohibited from claiming rewards, so
maybe he liked me and had decided to pay it forward. 
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Then my cell phone rang and a familiar voice snarled
in my ear.

“You owe me, Valentine.”


